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This article examines the dramaturgical challenges of doing boundary
work for a group of college women living with non-college women
at an overcrowded rental. To regulate tenant conduct and maintain
their sense of self-worth, the college women engaged in defensive
othering and constructed their identity as “high-quality” people on
the basis of their characterization of their less-educated roommates
as “low-quality” people. Their strategy of gaining self-worth at their
roommates’ expense violated basic rules of social interaction that
require participants to give face to gain face. This study shows that, in
addition to weakening group solidarity and reproducing social inequal-
ities, defensive othering also undermines subordinates’ effort to gain
self-worth in the co-presence of other subordinates. A video abstract is
available at http://tinyurl.com/yath4o65
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Ruotong1 was the first tenant that my friend and I met when we visited the rental
Phoenix. She was sitting in her lower bunk bed, explaining to another tenant how
the Chinese stock market works. I recognized the stock market dashboard with
its red and green trend lines that Ruotong had pulled up on her laptop. We asked
Ruotong if the people who live here are college graduates. She looked up from the
screen and said, “Don’t worry, we’re college graduates too. We won’t drag down
your quality (suzhi).”

Phoenix was the 3-bedroom rental where I lived with 36 women in Shanghai in
summer 2011. Overcapacity and cohabitation with people with lower levels of
education convinced the college-educated tenants that they were living on the edge
of respectability. They feared close contact with the less-educated would somehow
lower their “quality” (suzhi) or capacity for self-development. To maintain their
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self-worth, the college women practiced boundary work in interaction. They con-
structed and asserted their identity as “high-quality” people on the basis of their
characterization of their less-educated roommates as “low-quality” people. But
non-college women refused to accept the college women’s self-definitions at face
value. This article examines the dramaturgical challenges of doing boundary work
in social interaction between subordinate groups located at the lower end of China’s
urban and education hierarchies.

A BED IN THE CITY

Month-to-month bed rentals are generally illegal, but they provide much-needed
housing for newcomers to the city who could not afford to rent a room. They find
a bed in the city by searching for “collective rentals” (hezhufang) on one of many
housing websites. They put down a nominal security deposit and pay by the month.
They move in right away but could be evicted at any time. Phoenix was tucked away
inside a shabby building located on the edge of the Central Business District. Its front
door was kept unlocked during the day. A narrow hallway led into the compact com-
mon room furnished with a colorless loveseat and a television set on a gray plastic
folding table. Ripped pages of fashion magazines covered the peeling paint on the
lower walls. A hand-written sign posted on the kitchen windows gave notice: “As of
today, [tenants] are prohibited from washing their clothes in the kitchen [sinks]. Vio-
lators will be fined 20 yuan.” Beyond the common room lay the sleeping quarters,
lined with 17 sets of wooden bunk beds.2 The landlady Auntie assigned tenants to
bedrooms based on their educational level and occupation. College graduates con-
centrated in the 12-person bedroom. Non-college graduates stayed in the 8- and
6-person bedrooms, with the rowdy ones in the larger bedroom. Seven tenants of
various educational and occupational backgrounds slept out in the living room with
Auntie (Figure 1).

From their window, the tenants could see the steeples of twenty-first century Chi-
nese capitalism. They also had a bird’s eye view of the social contrasts and extremes
growing in their neighborhood. Across the street, grandmothers living in the dilap-
idated public housing strolled the quiet alleyways with their hands folded behind
their bowed backs. Neighbors who had left the neighborhood rented out their tiny
units one bedroom at a time for 800 to 1200 yuan (approximately 130–190 USD)3

a month. Middle-class families down the street lived in an apartment complex fur-
nished with tennis courts, kiddie pools, and underground parking. They could rent
out their units for 6000–8000 yuan (approximately 900–1200 USD) a month. The
foreign business elite stayed in luxurious highrises along the promenade and paid
60,000–80,000 yuan (approximately 9000–12,000 USD) a month for a panoramic
view of the Bund across the muddy Huangpu River. For a small fraction of that price
(approximately 70 USD), the women at Phoenix could sleep under the shadow of
skyscrapers and dream about their transformation from “outsiders” in the city to
members of the middle classes.
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FIGURE 1. Floorplan of the Phoenix Rental

As “outsiders,” the tenants have a right to work in the city but not to settle (Fan
2002). Many belong to the “Ant Tribe” (yizu), an emergent social group composed
largely of college graduates from lower-tier institutions (Lian 2009 2010). Like ants,
they feel small and vulnerable in big cities where they work with little or no job
security. In 1999, the state introduced enrollment expansion in higher education.
Since then, the annual growth rate of college enrollment substantially outpaced that
of China’s GDP (Chen and Lu 2011). Unemployment disproportionately affected
graduates from the bottom of the higher education hierarchy, where most of the
enrollment expansion occurred and where rural students concentrated (Bai 2006;
Han 2010; Wang et al. 2013). To improve their prospects, these graduates followed
national migration patterns and moved to major cities along the east coast (i.e., Bei-
jing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, and Shenzhen). “Ant” graduates generally work as office
assistants and technicians at the lower end of the local service economy and, often,
without a labor contract or employment benefits (Lian 2009, 2010). They belong to
an emergent global class of people who move from job to job without gaining more
job security (Standing 2011). To make ends meet, they cluster in cheap collective
rentals like ants in a colony. At Phoenix, college graduates live with non-college
graduates whose temporary migration to the city is facilitated by the demand for
cheap service-based workers as China evolves from a producer to a consumer soci-
ety (Hanser 2008; Otis 2008; Sun 2009). Temporary migration, insecure employment,
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and high housing costs bring the two groups under one roof in a mega-city of 23 mil-
lion where they have few friends and no thick ties.

The college women sensed something was morally wrong about their forced
intimacy with people who had less education. Rather than “isolate the trou-
bling behaviors from the fundamental character” of the trouble-maker (Emerson
2015:172), they situationally managed their roommate troubles by engaging in “qual-
ity” (suzhi) talks. They connected a tenant’s bad behavior to her educational level
and concluded that a tenant with less than a college education was a “low-quality”
person who could not self-regulate and had no plans for the future. This allowed
the college women to draw attention to themselves as “high-quality” people who
could self-regulate and had plans for the future. Less-educated tenants recognized
the dishonor of being called out as a low-quality person but refused to accept the
women as high-quality people given how they lived in the city.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Many studies have shown how subordinate groups gain respectability by doing
boundary work (e.g., Anderson 1999; Duneier 1992; Lamont 2000). But few have
examined how doing boundary work can undermine subordinates’ effort to gain
respectability in social interaction. Findings from impression management research
(Goffman 1959, 1963) suggest subordinates often resort to defensive othering
(Schwalbe et al. 2000) to gain respect and recognition among themselves. I show
that defensive othering has a number of unintended consequences that include
undermining subordinates’ efforts to gain self-worth in the co-presence of the
“Other.”

Boundary work is part of the larger process of group and identity formation
(Gieryn 1983; Lamont and Molnár 2002; Pachucki, Pendergrass, and Lamont 2007).
Social boundaries generate distinctions between “us” and “them” based on dif-
ferences of class, gender, race, and other institutionalized differences. Symbolic
boundaries form the culturally meaningful categories of difference that people
use to legitimate social inclusion or exclusion. However, the presence of symbolic
boundaries does not guarantee the existence of social boundaries (Lamont and
Molnár 2002:169). Widely shared cultural symbols are the ones that can reliably
reproduce social differences (Lamont and Lareau 1988). In interactional terms,
this means not all status symbols have the power to project “a front of objectivity”
(Bourdieu 1991:257). It suggests that subordinates may have a hard time persuading
others to pay lip service to what they say about themselves, since they have little
access to the kind of status symbols that “most people” would recognize as signs of
competence (Ridgeway and Correll 2006).

Goffman has considered this dramaturgical challenge in his impression manage-
ment research. He spoke of a “loose coupling” between structure and interaction that
makes impression management a practical accomplishment (Goffman 1983). Partic-
ipants ask others to judge them not by the content of their character, but by the
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expressions they give or give off. However, the power to speak authoritatively about
oneself is unequally distributed across social groups. The loose coupling in the inter-
action order gives dominants moral wiggle room in how they communicate their rank
and reputation. They can use “particles of behavior” to corroborate what they say
about themselves and the situation (Goffman 1951:300). In contrast, subordinates
struggle to manage the moral gap between how society sees them and how they wish
to be seen (Goffman 1963). They fashion their personal identity “by fabricating signs
of the self out of whatever resources they can find” (Schwalbe and Mason-Schrock
1996:119). They construct their identities primarily through talk (Snow and Anderson
1987); they give an account of their action without accepting the “pejorative quality
associated with it” (Scott and Lyman 1968:47).

In their identity talks, subordinates often compare down to other subordinates
to gain a measure of self-worth. Goffman (1963) identified three types of stigma:
physical abnormalities or deformities; moral deviances; and social categories that
have negative effects on their members’ life chances. He noted that subordinates
tend to believe they are better off than their comparison group. Hence, the hard
of hearing refuse see themselves as being in the same situation as deaf people
(Goffman 1963:107). By drawing distinctions among themselves, subordinates can
avoid painful comparisons with dominant groups and gain “a generalized feeling
of self-acceptance, goodness, worthiness, and self-respect” (Crocker and Major
1989:609; also see Crocker 1999). Subordinates are also inclined to construct their
self-definitions based on moral attributes they assign to themselves (Aquino and
Reed 2002; Stets and Carter 2012). Doing so allows them to focus on their capacity
to control themselves in situations that are out of their control (Gecas and Schwalbe
1983). Working-class men privilege the “disciplined self” over the successful self
that they associate with middle-class men (Lamont 2000). Girls and families in
poor black neighborhoods stay “decent” by setting themselves apart from boys
and other families that are “street” in fashion and fortitude (Anderson 1999; Jones
2009). However, subordinates’ use of other subordinates as a foil for presenting
themselves in a more positive light precludes the construction of a collective identity
that confers honor to their ways of life. Studies of defensive othering highlight this
and other unintended consequences.

Defensive othering is an interactional process that reproduces social inequalities.
Subordinates gain self-worth by “accepting the legitimacy of a devalued identity
imposed by the dominant group, but then saying, in effect, ‘There are indeed Oth-
ers to whom this applies, but it does not apply to me’” (Schwalbe et al. 2000:425).
Pyke and Dang (2003) found that Asian Americans distance themselves from stigmas
associated with their racial groups by categorizing and criticizing their coethnics for
being too ethnic (“FOB” [Fresh Off the Boat]) or too assimilated (“whitewashed”).
Trautner and Collett (2010) showed that college women who strip redirect negative
stereotypes associated with strippers onto their full-time colleagues while embrac-
ing their student identity. Kusenbach (2009) observed that mobile home residents
reject the identity of “trailer trash” by claiming decency for themselves. Ritter and
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Ueno (2017) reported that participants of the role-playing game Human vs. Zom-
bies distance themselves from members who display more stereotypical behaviors
of a “nerd/gamer.” As a stigma management strategy, defensive othering protects
the subordinates’ self-esteem by allowing them to deflect the dishonor associated
with their social group onto other members. But subordinates also become complicit
in reproducing the dominant social order “by embracing and enforcing the identity
code of the dominant group” (Schwalbe et al. 2000:426). Female college rugby play-
ers’ identity as heterosexual, fit, and sexy is constructed “on the devaluation of other
female athletes and women in general” (Ezzell 2009:123). White college women use
the “slut” discourse to exempt their own performances of femininity from being stig-
matized (Armstrong et al. 2014).

The logic of defensive othering—to gain self-worth at others’ expense—also vio-
lates basic rules of social interaction. First, it disregards the importance of verbal com-
munication as earnest commitment in social interaction (Goffman 1969). Defensive
othering undermines the mutual interdependence that allow participants to carry on
the interaction, by motivating subordinates to make claims about themselves that are
discreditable, especially to those who have intimate knowledge of who they are and
are not. Second, defensive othering does not allow subordinates to give face to gain
face (Goffman 1967). Participants must allow others to maintain the personal identity
that they have chosen for themselves. Otherwise, society, which owns the face or pos-
itive values that one attributes to oneself, would allow others to cause one to lose face
(Goffman 1967:10). Third, defensive othering changes the situational contexts for
social interaction among subordinates. Goffman (1959:129) introduced the concepts
of frontstage and backstage interaction to underscore that the situation organizes
the interactional division of labor in a given encounter; team members in one situa-
tion may become audience members in another. Defensive othering turns interaction
among subordinates from a backstage encounter, in which they can conduct them-
selves informally, to a frontstage encounter, in which they compete for self-worth
by putting down other members of their group. Snow and Anderson (1987) showed
that the homeless can gain self-worth through identity talk. They do so by rarely
questioning one another’s stories (p. 1368). However, the authors also stressed that
the success at which the homeless gain self-worth is an exception rather than the rule:
“[M]ost other individuals who are members of peer groups based on work, leisure,
or neighborhood have less leeway and are therefore more constrained in their verbal
identity construction efforts” (p. 1368). After a discussion on methods and data, I
turn to the dramaturgical challenges of doing defensive othering as boundary work
at the rental Phoenix.

METHODS AND DATA

With the help of a local friend, I found Phoenix on the popular housing website
Ganji.com. We restricted our search of “collective rentals” (hezhufang) to posts from
the last two days and to rentals under 500 yuan a month and located in districts where

http://ganji.com
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Phototgraph 1. The 12-Person Bedroom, Also Known as the “White-Collar”
Bedroom where College Graduates Concentrated

ant graduates reportedly concentrated in Shanghai, Pudong and Minhang. Compared
to the other rentals that we visited, Phoenix had plenty of common space and its loca-
tion in a commercial area allowed tenants to find work with a short commute. The
two factors helped to ensure tenants had the room and leisure time to interact and
socialize with one another. The landlady Auntie learned that I was a Chinese Ameri-
can researcher on move-in day when I presented my passport for tenant registration.
My face, Mandarin fluency, polite manners, and desire to learn from her convinced
Auntie to let me stay. She assigned me to the 12-person bedroom (Photograph 1).

To normalize my presence at Phoenix, I followed a daily routine that allowed me to
be around the rental all day without appearing idle or intrusive. In morning I went out
for breakfast. I often picked up scallion pancakes and soy drinks for my roommates
on my way back. After breakfast, I camped out in the living room with my laptop
computer and wrote field notes until it was time for lunch. I placed my order with
tenants who wanted a rice box from one of the local restaurants. Sometimes I would
be in charge of taking everyone’s order and money and placing the orders over the
phone. Depending on where the action was that night, I hung out in the TV room,
living room, or one of the bedrooms until Auntie turned off the lights at eleven.

My regular interaction with Auntie showed tenants what “research in progress”
looked like. My landlady fielded questions about her life while she mopped the
floor in the morning. On nights that she retreated to the living room to enjoy the
air-conditioning, I would follow her and sit at the communal table, sometimes alone,
sometimes with a tenant eating her dinner, but always with my fingers ready on
the laptop keyboard. Reclining in one of the lower bunks, Auntie commented on
the tenant’s dinner before continuing her story of how her family used to “roam
through the days” (hun ri zi). Before long our ongoing exchange became a regular
“scene” at the rental. My public exchanges with Auntie showed tenants that research
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interviews do not have to be formal; and that I wanted to hear their stories about
living and working in the city. Thanks to my visible presence and active engagement
at Phoenix, no one was surprised when I asked them for an interview. Most agreed
right away.

I interviewed both college and non-college graduates and asked them open-ended
questions about their family and education background; employment and rental
histories; identification with the Ant Tribe (yizu); definition of “transition” (guo-
duqi); and future plans. All the interviews were conducted in Mandarin Chinese
and ran from 45 minutes to over two hours. All but two of the interviews were
audio-recorded. After their interview, tenants received a 30-yuan (approximately 5
USD) recharge card for their mobile phone as a token of thanks. Of the 18 tenants
I interviewed, 12 had a bachelor’s or an associate’s degree. The former received
four years of higher education while the latter received three years. Most college
graduates held salaried jobs; those who worked as office assistants, accountants, and
IT support personnel earned 2000–4000 yuan (approximately 300–600 USD) a
month. Non-college graduates found commission-based work in retail, telemarket-
ing, and account services and made between 1300 and 5000 yuan (approximately
240–760 USD) a month. The tenants’ median age was 23 and their average age
was 24. All the tenants were non-locals. They came from neighboring provinces
(i.e., Anhui, Jiangsu, Jiangxi, Shandong) and major migrant-sending provinces (i.e.,
Henan, Hubei, Sichuan). On average, tenants paid 440 yuan (approximately 70
USD) a month in rent.

In analyzing the data, I read and reread my notes and interviews, all of which I
translated and transcribed. I looked for emergent themes on how tenants explained
why they lived at Phoenix and what they thought of their roommates. I also looked for
instances in my notes that illustrated, corroborated, or challenged tenants’ concerns
of living at Phoenix. My findings showed that tenants, especially the college women,
did boundary work to make sense of their precarious living situation in the city.

THE SOCIAL WORLD OF PHOENIX

Phoenix is a physically bounded social world (Cressey [1932] 2008; Siu 1988; Strauss
1978) where members work together to avoid discovery and eviction. Auntie was a
“second landlord” (erfangdong); she leased the unit from its owner, the “big land-
lord” (dafangdong). According to Auntie, company dormitories are legal as long as
they do not collect rent or exceed the occupancy permitted. She exploited this loop-
hole in urban housing regulations and commissioned real estate agents to look for
residential units that could be used as company dormitories. She then had a legally
registered business posed as the company for the “dormitory.” Auntie submitted only
the names and national identification numbers of tenants who worked full-time to the
local neighborhood committee responsible for registering non-local residents in the
area. This way Phoenix could be on the books without attracting too much unwanted
attention. Auntie believed that local authorities such as the public security bureau
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Phototgraph 2. Shower Line for the Main Bathroom

would turn a blind eye unless a neighbor calls to complain. Once the downstairs
neighbor fiercely complained about the tap, tap, tap noise that the tenants made when
they wore their high heels around the apartment. After receiving the complaint, Aun-
tie forbade the women from wearing heels at home. To further muffle their footsteps
at night, Auntie laid down two red carpets along the length of the living room every
night before she went to bed.

Tenants followed house rules and routines to further reduce the chances of
Phoenix being discovered as an illegal collective rental. The morning rush had not
begun when the first phone alarms went off at six-thirty. The narrow wooden bunk
beds creaked and grunted as the early birds started to stir. Their beds trembled as
they climbed down from their bunks. Over two thirds of the tenants worked the
standard hours of nine to six; they had to leave Phoenix before eight-thirty. No one
was allowed to shower or wash their clothes in the kitchen sinks between seven and
eight-thirty in the morning. Sleepy tenants had no time to exchange pleasantries
or be concerned with propriety when they squeezed into the bathroom where one
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was brushing her teeth and another sitting on the toilet. The evening rush began
when someone lay down the first plastic basin to form the shower line. On any given
night, over 20 tenants waited to use the shower in the main bathroom. The first
wave of office workers returned to the rental around six-thirty and, depending on
how badly they wanted to peel off their sweat-soaked work clothes, the shower line
started to form as soon as these women came home. Once the first woman dashed
into the shower, the others dropped down their washbasins as placeholders on the
shower line. “Next to shower!” The first woman shouted when she came out of the
bathroom. “Coming!” The next person in line hurried into the bathroom. When one
went into the shower, someone waiting her turn pulled all the basins forward. At the
peak of the evening rush, the shower line could contain as many as seven washbasins
running across the length of the TV room (Photograph 2).

“That Place Is Too Mixed”: Situational Reasons for Doing Boundary Work

Dingding, a college graduate from the 12-person bedroom, was indignant about
her living situation in the city. She had lived with Auntie for almost two years and
at two different rentals. The 24-year-old accountant recognized herself as an “ant”
graduate:

That’s who we are. [The ants are] graduates that have a college education but
their jobs are so-so, their compensations are so-so. They live in this kind of place.
They don’t have their own personal space. It is a problem that is emerging in our
society. It’s pitiful! That graduates come out and make less than peasant migrants
and those without an education!

Dingding was born in the countryside and had hoped that an associate’s degree
would improve her prospects in the city. But according to one of her roommates,
Dingding “followed a small boss, her firm had only two or three people.” This room-
mate suspected Dingding made about 2000 yuan (approximately 290 USD) a month.
Dingding refused to disclose her salary but implied that she made less than 3500 yuan
(approximately 530 USD) a month. To add insult to injury, Dingding found herself
living with more and more non-college graduates. Auntie preferred college gradu-
ates between the ages of 22 and 25 who worked between the hours of nine to six
and, ideally, in an office setting. In effect, Auntie wished all her tenants were like
Dingding. “Dingding has the best kind of temper. She wouldn’t provoke anyone.”
However, Auntie could not be as selective as she used to be now that collective rentals
were flourishing in the neighborhood. These days she accepted more non-college
graduates. Dingding found the changing tenant composition too “mixed” (za) and
preferred Auntie’s former rental:

[The last rental] was better. It was less mixed and Auntie was stricter with man-
agement. She would ask you what you do for a living. Now she doesn’t really ask
anymore. She used to consider your work hours. Most tenants [at the last rental]
worked regular hours. If you dressed too fashionably, she wouldn’t take you in.
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[. . .] Most of the tenants [at the last rental] had at least an associate’s degree and
worked nine to five. No one worked night shifts.

“That place is too mixed (za). Haven’t you noticed?” asked Zhenzhen, another
college graduate from the 12-person bedroom. The 26-year-old came from the
provincial capital Wuhan in central China and received her bachelor’s degree from a
top-tier university. After graduation, she went to Shenzhen, China’s most successful
Special Economic Zone. She worked at several small private firms for one year
then moved to Shanghai, where she believed the companies were more “standard-
ized.” In Shanghai, Zhenzhen had worked for two foreign firms as a departmental
assistant. At both places, she made 3500 yuan (approximately 530 USD) a month
plus benefits. “[But] there are little advancement opportunities as a departmental
assistant.” Zhenzhen lived with Auntie for more than a year before moving into a
bedroom with an old colleague. The night sky deepened as we walked across the
grounds of the resettlement community where the young woman now lived. Looking
back, Zhenzhen distanced herself from her former roommates, whom she addressed
as “these people,” and described their living situation, which she shared until very
recently, “insufferable”:

The term [Ant Tribe] has a negative meaning. I don’t want to use this term to
describe these people. All I could say is this is a transitional period. They’ve
recently arrived [in the city] and their family situation isn’t so good. They’ve no
family or friends here; otherwise, they wouldn’t live in those places. Actually,
they feel bad in their hearts. It’s insufferable (nanshou). They’re out here by
themselves and their work is unstable. Their salary is relatively low. Theirs is a
low-level [kind of living].

The college women at Phoenix feel the need to manage their personal identity
as they live on what they consider the edge of respectability. Their objective living
conditions reveal a moral gap between their categorical distinction as college grad-
uates and their actual situation in the city. Living cheek-to-jowl with non-college
women raise their fears of moral contamination. The college women worry that the
tenant composition at Phoenix is becoming too “mixed” (za) or too heterogeneous in
terms of tenant educational attainment, occupation, and lifestyle. In spite or because
of their precarious situation in the city, the women seek to affirm their identity as
respectable people who have places to go and people to meet (Duneier 1992). They
do so by comparing down to their non-college-educated roommates. This allows them
to experience self-worth. Comparing down also boosts the college women’s sense of
self-efficacy; they can focus on the things that they can control and give meaning to
in the situation rather than dwell on their struggles to realize their dreams in the city
(Gecas and Schwalbe 1983).

However, Phoenix is by no means as mixed and morally disreputable as the term
za commonly suggests. None of the tenants had what are considered jobs of ill-repute.
They were summer interns, sales girls, account services agents, real estate agents, tele-
marketers, office clerks, accountants, IT technicians, graphic designers, and servers at
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hotels and restaurants. Rather, what Dingding and Zhenzhen are expressing is a loss
in social distinction experienced among the college women at the rental. Increasingly,
the objective living conditions of many college graduates in cities like Beijing and
Shanghai are matching those without a higher education. It is now nearly impossible
for new and recent graduates from the lower end of the higher education hierarchy to
find work that pays a real white-collar salary of 5000 yuan (approximately 758 USD)
or more. Meanwhile, living and housing costs continue to climb in these cities. They
have forced graduates like Dingding and her roommates to live under the same roof
with people positioned below them in the education hierarchy. In cohabitation the
college women’s moral worth as college graduates is called into question.

Of the three types of stigma Goffman (1963:4) has identified, “blemishes of indi-
vidual character” are the ones are most likely to be discreditable because the “[dif-
ferentness] is neither known about by those present nor immediately perceivable by
them.” Living at Phoenix carries the mark of a discreditable stigma for the college
women. Their housing situation suggests that their educational attainment has not
conferred on them status symbols that “most people” would recognize as returns of
higher education. They do not have a well-paid office job and most could not afford to
rent a room of their own. Instead, the women maintain self-worth by drawing social
and symbolic boundaries between themselves and their less-educated roommates.
Dingding called attention to the college women’s modest dress code, regular work
hours, and other “particles of behavior” (Goffman 1951) by contrasting them to the
non-college women’s irregular work hours and questionable fashion choices. She was
nostalgic for Auntie’s former rental where other tenants were college-educated and
they shared her sense of style and propriety. Zhenzhen distanced herself from the
people who used to sleep above, below, and next to her by exaggerating the differ-
ences between their family backgrounds and by disassociating her experience in the
city from theirs. College women at Phoenix perform boundary work largely by “sig-
nifying, labeling, and defining” (Schwalbe and Mason-Schrock 1996:115) supposed
differences between themselves and their less-educated roommates. But it is hard
for the college women to maintain these distinctions when everyone breaks or bends
house rules to enjoy a reprieve from the inconveniences of collective living (Photo-
graph 3).

“What Quality Do You Have!”: Interactional Dynamics of Boundary
Work

Biyun, a tenant staying in the living room, was terrified of the summer heat in
Shanghai. She came home late one evening with her long, limp hair plastered to
her bare back. Before peeling off her work clothes, she dropped her washbasin at
the bathroom door. When she found out that her spot was taken, she complained
to Auntie. Then someone else slipped into the bathroom while she waited in the
air-conditioned living room. The real estate agent exploded when she learned she
had been skipped twice. “What suzhi (quality) do you have?! Skipping people like
that! What suzhi do you have?!” However, a few days later, Biyun’s own suzhi was
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Phototgraph 3. Laundry in the Main Enclosed Balcony

called into question. She blasted the air conditioner in the living room after Auntie
had left Phoenix for her daily visits to her other rentals. No one snitched on Biyun, but
Auntie found out all the same when she returned unexpectedly with a prospective
tenant. “Who turned on the air conditioner!” Auntie feverishly scanned the living
room.

The suzhi of you people is too low! I charge you 14 yuan a day and that includes
water and electricity. And I clean for you. I didn’t think that you were such
low-quality people. Wolves must have eaten your hearts! I treated you like
human beings!

“Quality” (suzhi) talks are not indigenous to Phoenix but widely practiced in
post-reform China. State discourse on quality evaluates how Chinese people meet
(or, do not meet) institutional demands for development. Quality, as the capacity
for self-development, embodied the spirit of state policies aimed at reducing and
modernizing China’s population for economic development. Since economic reform
began in 1978, the Confucian notion of quality became characteristics that one devel-
oped by practicing family planning and through education (Fong 2004; Kipnis 2011;
Woronov 2009). The Chinese state recognizes middle-class people as “high-quality”
subjects that enable it to govern “at a distance” (Tomba 2009). It regards the peas-
antry and rural migrant workers as “low-quality” bodies that demand state control
and surveillance in urban spaces (Solinger 1999; Yan 2003). Quality assigns value to
different kinds of bodies, such that “some bodies are recognized as having more value
than others and therefore more deserving of the rights of citizenship” (Anagnost
2004:194). Quality talks among the Chinese populace, thus, reinforces the legitimacy
of the Chinese state’s strategy to reframe growing inequalities as qualitative differ-
ences between “winners” and “losers” of economic development.
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Quality talks constitute a “universe of discourse” (Mead 1934) in the social world
of Phoenix. Tenants have a shared understanding of the moral implications of having
or lacking quality. They know they can cause another to lose face when they con-
demn her as a “low-quality” person. Quality talks also constitute a common strategy
that the college women used to manage their anxieties of downward mobility. The
women worried that living in a socially “mixed” environment would have a regres-
sive effect on their “quality.” A person’s capacity for self-development does not exist
in a stable state. It can be enhanced through practices of self-regulation; or, it can
be damaged by neglect of personal conduct. The volatile nature of a person’s qual-
ity “feeds and answers to new, very powerful desires and anxieties in the [Chinese]
populace” (Jacka 2006:42). Accordingly, college women seek to protect themselves
against moral contamination by drawing moral boundaries around educational status
to regulate tenant conduct and relations. They defined themselves as “high-quality”
people who could self-regulate and had plans for the future and characterized their
less-educated roommates as “low-quality” people who needed external social con-
trol and had no plans for the future. The college women’s quality talks antagonized
their less-educated roommates who, in turn, challenged the women’s self-definitions.

Anxin and Shufen slept in the bunkbeds behind the partial wall that divided
the 12-person bedroom, but they dreamed different dreams of their future. The
24-year-old Anxin planned to stay in Shanghai to develop her career in the Infor-
mation Technology industry. Anxin’s family was from Anhui Province, one of the
poorest provinces in China. Anxin’s father was a schoolteacher and she was the
eldest of three children. Anxin received her bachelor’s degree in Information Tech-
nology and found her first job in Shanghai while still in school. Her monthly pay
of 4000 yuan (approximately 600 USD) made her a top earner among the college
women. The young woman moved into the rental when she started a new job and
moved out two months later when she passed her probation period. She now shared
a single bedroom with a co-worker. “I have learned that money comes from making
it and not from saving it,” said Anxin. She believed it was more important to invest
in self-development than to pinch pennies and make collective living a long-term
housing choice:

I think the tenants who live at Auntie’s consider [their stay] a short-term or tran-
sitional plan—unless they are like Shufen, who wants to save money. After all,
her salary isn’t that low. [. . .] I heard that she has lived at Auntie’s for two, three
years now.

The 20-year-old Shufen worked as a saleslady and was saving up to go home.
Shufen’s family was from the countryside of Jiangxi Province, a relatively poor
province in southern China. When she was 16, Shufen left home to work for a
relative who sold mobile phones in Shenzhen, the Special Economic Zone. Shufen
worked in retail and hairdressing for the next year and attended technical school at
night where she learned about computers. Then she went home but soon grew rest-
less and came to Shanghai where the 2010 World Expo was well underway. Shufen
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currently made 2000 yuan (approximately 300 USD) a month plus commission. She
understood that, as a rural person who “did not have an education” (mei xue li), she
could struggle and not succeed in a city like Shanghai where even college graduates
could hardly survive. “You can’t work for the boss (dagong) forever. It is, after all,
sales work. There is no future in that.” Shufen envisioned herself selling computers
out of a stall at a local “computer city.” She had been remitting a portion of her pay
to her elder sister back home for safekeeping and now she had most of the 10,000
yuan (approximately 1515 USD) she needed to start her own small business. Until
then, though, Shufen had to manage living with women who implicitly demanded
her deference.

The mood in the 12-person bedroom was one of quiet congeniality. The college
women chimed in when one of them complained about work; they showed off their
new dresses and shared insights on their zodiac signs. Shufen infrequently socialized
with her college-educated roommates. The young woman, instead, spent most of her
time out in the TV room with Auntie and other tenants who did not own a laptop
computer. Shufen’s roommates sometimes complained to Auntie that Shufen did not
know how to behave. A partial wall with sliding windows sectioned off the enclosed
balcony where Shufen and Anxin slept from the main area of the bedroom. One
night, a college woman on the other side of the wall asked the two bunkmates if
she could close the windows. Anxin did not care one way or another; Shufen sulked
to show her disapproval. “So I got fired up,” the tenant told Auntie the following
morning.

Who does [Shufen] think she is? [. . .] This girl doesn’t know how high the sky is
and how thick the earth is. Girls from village think that, if you don’t say anything,
you’re a pushover.

Tensions between Shufen and her roommates reached a climax right before Anxin
left the rental. Anxin had the top bunk, but one morning Shufen found her kneeling
in front of the lower bunk with her laptop and a glass of water placed on the bed.
“Hey, I don’t like it when people place things on my bed,” nagged Shufen. “My bed
is not your work desk.” After a long minute, Anxin finally spoke up:

Can’t you see I’m turning off my computer? Do you think just because I’m quiet
that you can take advantage of me! What is wrong with you! Raising your voice
so early in the morning. This person of yours doesn’t have any suzhi (quality)!

Shufen later recounted her version of the incident to Auntie. “Girls from Anhui
are all like this,” she concluded, referring to Anxin’s home province. “I lived with
one last time, and she was the same way.”

Tenant relations are brittle in the best of the times. Forced intimacy has fostered
little or no fellow feelings between the college and non-college women. Tenant rela-
tions can fray and tempers flare over the everyday inconveniences of collective living.
College women often talk quality to manage their access to amenities. They also do
so to explain away their minor misconduct. The women’s quality talks change the
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situational contexts for tenant interaction. Anxin’s quality talk redirects the course
of her early morning encounter with Shufen from a cooperative act, in which she
could have moved out of Shufen’s personal space without a word, to a contentious
one. Suddenly Anxin finds she has to defend her honor to someone she looks down
on and within the earshot of her equals. The two bunkmates are arguing out-of-sight
on the other side of the wall that partitions the 12-person bedroom. Yet, their fight
has a “frontstage” feel to it. Those of us who have been awoken by the pair’s clashing
words are listening in to “see” how the show ends. Will Shufen stop complaining to
keep the peace? Or, will Anxin apologize to relieve the tensions in the air? We bear
witness to the two women’s attempts to maintain their own self-worth by taking turns
to call out the other’s bad behavior.

Neither woman takes ritual care of the other’s face (Goffman 1967). Both seek
to protect the positive values that they have assigned to themselves at the other’s
expense. Shufen exposes Anxin’s temporary lapse in self-regulation. Her move
threatens Anxin to lose face within the earshot of other college women. Anxin seeks
to saves face by making Shufen appear as the rude and inconsiderate one. Anxin’s
insinuation that Shufen is a low-quality person affirms what other college graduates
in the bedroom think of the younger woman: that she is unreasonable and stubborn.
Anxin talks quality to restore herself as a respectable person, without actually
acknowledging her initial misconduct (using Shufen’s bed as her desk). Shufen, in
turn, fails to land a moral punch when she chalks up Anxin’s bad behavior to her
place of origin. This is because the college women do not generally associate natives
of Anhui Province with low-quality conduct but they do with non-college graduates.
Anxin appears to have the last word in the dispute. But her fighting words also
reveal that the college women could hardly expect their less-educated roommates
to tacitly accept their self-definitions. Their quality talks invite others to check
their condescension. The non-college women call the college women’s accounts
into question by fixating on the discrepancies between the latter’s words and
action.

“This Is Not a Transition”: Threats of Disruption in Boundary Work

No one is supposed to live at Phoenix for a really long time. Collective living is
supposed to be a temporary arrangement for newcomers who need time to gain a
foothold in the city. However, some tenants have stayed at Phoenix for more than a
year while others have entered into different forms of collective living since they
came to the city. From Auntie’s perspective, the presence of too many long-term
renters dampens tenant morale. To alleviate their own anxiety and avoid others’ neg-
ative appraisals, tenants tell one another that they are “transitioning for a bit” (guodu
yixia). “I came to Shanghai to transition for a bit,” explained a college woman who
recently arrived in the city. “When I have the economic ability, I will move out and
rent a room. This is definitely a transition. No one could live at a ‘student dormitory’
(xuesheng gongyu) for a long time.”
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Many college women call their stay at Phoenix a “transition” (guoduqi). New col-
lege graduates in particular can accept living at collective rentals. They treat the
experience as an opportunity to toughen up their character. So it is not unusual for
these tenant to reject identifying as an “ant.” A 22-year-old college graduate believed
she was living relatively well:

A friend of mine is living in Beijing right now. [She and others] live in basement
rooms. There are no windows in their rooms. You have to open the door to let
in sunlight. They also have bunk beds. Their rooms are crowded and have a very
low ceiling. Our conditions are better than theirs. If we’re ants, then we’re pretty
lucky.

This optimistic outlook fades, however, as the college women find their stay
stretches from months to years. According to Zhenzhen, the college graduate who
found collective living “insufferable” and moved away, “If you stay for two or three
years, you will certainly feel the pressure. You will see too many people coming and
going. In your heart, you will have this drifting (piaobo) feeling.”

Moreover, the longer the college women stay at the rental, the less creditable their
accounts of transitioning appear to the other tenants. In cohabitation, the non-college
women bear witness to the college women’s struggles in the city. Their very presence
at Phoenix and their intimate knowledge of how college graduates live challenge
the college women’s self-definitions. Zhujun from the 8-person bedroom wondered
why so many “high-age females” (dalingnv) with college degrees were staying at the
12-person bedroom. “If I were 26, 27, I would need to rent a place that is at least
1000 yuan (approximately 150 USD).” Zhujun came from a small town where folks
haggled over the price of celery. Like “most people,” she expected college graduates
to be doing better in the city than people like her. The 22-year-old left nursing school
and came to Shanghai where a relative helped her find work as a florist at a five-star
hotel. Her experiences in the city changed her view of college graduates:

Education is no big deal. The important thing is can you be of use. I could also go
for [job] training. Because I have [work] experience, I could learn it faster than
someone with a graduate degree. She only has dead knowledge from books. That’s
how I felt when I left school. There are as many college graduates as there is hair
on an ox.

Some non-college women question the college women’s merits as college gradu-
ates as their stay at Phoenix lengthens. Other non-college women’s plans to stay for
the long haul refute the college women’s definition of the situation—that Phoenix
is a place of transition. Yuying from the 8-person bedroom admitted her stay at the
rental was not a transition. “It’s a transition if you have a good job waiting for you.
But I don’t have [a good job waiting for me]. I don’t have any plans to move [out].”
The 25-year-old came from Shanghai’s rural county and had a middle school educa-
tion. She worked in beauty care and retail for several years before she started to sell
membership cards for a yacht club. She heard people in the luxury goods business
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could make as much as 360,000 yuan (approximately 55,380 USD) in commission on
a single sale, but she doubted she could strike gold. “I’m not smart. People like me
have no way out (chulu).”

The college women like to tell one another that, unlike their less-educated room-
mates, their stay at the rental is part of their “transition” from school to work life.
They would move into a room of their own once their transition ends. However, it
takes more than words for the other tenants to accept the women’s narratives of tran-
sition as creditable (Bourdieu 1991:170). The cohabitation of college and non-college
women at Phoenix has pulled back the curtains to reveal that college graduates are
“no big deal” now that they are a dime a dozen in the post-enrollment expansion
era. To the non-college women, many college women appear to be stuck in tran-
sition rather than “transitioning.” Their accounts of transitioning fail to reflect “an
apparently valid social reality” (Ridgeway and Correll 2006:436), in which college
graduates categorically fare better in the city than do non-college graduates.

Indeed, the women can claim they move into Phoenix to “transition a bit.”
But a turning point is a realization in hindsight (Abbott 2001:245). No one can
be sure whether the women are transitioning or stuck in transition until they have
transitioned out of their period of social adjustment. Meanwhile, their personal
identities take on a moral career of their own that changes over time (Snow and
Anderson 1987:1364). Anxin, Zhenzhen, and Dingding all worry about how their
cohabitation with non-college graduates would affect their self-esteem and capacity
for self-development. But their ability to convince others of the severity of their
concerns varies and depends on their departure date. Anxin left Phoenix after two
months. Her quick exit signals to others that her stay was indeed a transition. Her
sharing a single room with a co-worker shows that she was serious about investing
in self-development and preparing herself for future opportunities. Zhenzhen lived
with Auntie for more than a year before leaving. She has a harder time convincing
others that her living situation was as “insufferable” as she liked to suggest. Finally,
Dingding found it “pitiful” that college graduates have to live like rural migrant
workers but she nonetheless had stayed with Auntie for two years. She has the
hardest time convincing others that there are important differences between the
college women and non-college women and that these differences render the college
women more respectable than their less-educated roommates.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The college women at Phoenix performed boundary work in interaction for practi-
cal and eminently existential reasons. Enrollment expansion had disproportionately
affected the job prospects of poor and rural graduates that concentrated at the thick
bottom of the Chinese higher education hierarchy. In cities like Beijing and Shang-
hai, many of them resorted to precarious work and, to make ends meet, crowded
into cheap collective rentals. At Phoenix, the college women used quality talks to
manage the everyday inconveniences of collective living and their growing concerns
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with downward mobility. Through their talks they exercised informal social control
on tenant conduct. The college women’s self-characterization as “high-quality” peo-
ple evoked a common sentiment among the tenants that higher education not only
imparts knowledge but also improves the person’s moral worth. The women sug-
gested, unlike their less-educated roommates, they knew how to “behave like human
beings” and could refrain from cheating Auntie and inconveniencing others in an
already inconvenient living situation. In doing so, the college women conferred upon
themselves moral authority to police the non-college women’s conduct. At the same
time, the college women used quality talks to maintain their moral worth as college
graduates. Their concerns of Phoenix growing too “mixed” to their liking supported
their self-definitions as high-quality people who valued self-development. In spite of
their present and precarious situation, the women suggested they had plans for the
future that included transitioning out of collective living. This further set the college
women apart from their less-educated tenants who (the women believed) had no
plans for the future.

However, the cohabitation of college and non-college women at Phoenix also
breached the sacred boundary between regions of social interaction (Goffman 1959).
The place used to be a “student dormitory” where college graduates struggling to
make ends meet in the city could enjoy a little moral breathing room from soci-
ety’s unforgiving judgment of what they had become. Tenants tacitly understood
why others moved into the rental and stayed as long as they did. No one had to
explain their individual predicaments because they shared the same precarious situ-
ation. Phoenix lost its appeal for college graduates when non-college graduates began
to move in. The growing presence of non-college graduates turned Phoenix from a
place where college women slept, showered, and shot the breeze to an interstitial
space where they slept, showered, and struggled for self-worth. The shift in situa-
tional contexts for tenant interaction made it hard for the college women to feel
at ease with the newcomers who slept above, below, and adjacent to them. They
could not control the kinds of people that came into their immediate co-presence
or trust them to keep quiet about what they knew. College women tacitly accepted
one another’s accounts of “transition” in a joint effort at mutual face-saving. By
contrast, non-college women questioned these accounts by focusing on the discrep-
ancies between the college women’s talks and acts of transitioning. Hence, the col-
lege women’s ability to convince others of their self-worth varied from encounter to
encounter. This made their self-claims highly discreditable (Goffman 1959:137).

Subordinates engage in defensive othering as a form of boundary work to avoid
painful comparisons to dominant groups and to gain a measure of self-worth in
the process. However, their effort has unintended consequences. Subordinates
engaged in defensive othering can weaken the group solidarity that they need to
construct a collective identity that confers honor to their way of life. They also
become complicit in reproducing the social order that justifies the discrimina-
tion and other unequal treatments that their group has suffered (Schwalbe et al.
2000). My study has highlighted yet another unintended consequence of defensive
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othering: Subordinates can undermine their own effort to gain self-worth when they
disrupt other subordinates’ effort to do the same. My findings suggest that defensive
othering poses a dramaturgical challenge for subordinates. How do they manage
their self-definitions in the co-presence of the “Other”? My study underscores the
importance of understanding the interactional logic and dynamics of defensive
othering when we assess and analyze the efficacy of defensive othering as a form of
stigma management (Goffman 1963).

Studies on defensive othering have hinted at the tensions that the practice intro-
duces to social interaction between subordinates. Pyke and Dang (2003:164, 168)
have found that Asian Americans “observe one another’s clothing styles, language
usage, friendship choice, and leisure interests” to maintain coded behaviors that they
then use to reify essential differences between the FOB [Fresh-Of-the-Boat] and
whitewashed coethnics. As a result, Asian Americans often self-segregate to avoid
the critical judgements of their co-ethnics. Trautner and Collett (2010) have noted
that students who strip refrain from making friends at work in order to prevent
a collision of social worlds that can expose their stripper identity. Some students
even adopt stage names to manage and restrict interaction with co-workers and cus-
tomers outside of the club (pp. 272–273). Armstrong et al. (2014) have suggested
that less-affluent college women may lack the “right” words to characterize their
sexual behaviors. In their vignette of an encounter between a middle-class white
woman and two less-affluent white women, the authors show the less-affluent women
made a gaffe by joking that they were going out to “whore around.” The less-affluent
women’s choice of fashion and words effectively affirmed the more-affluent women’s
view that they were “trashy” (p. 115). My study has identified similar interactional
tensions between subordinates engaged in defensive othering. It also has drawn out
the interactional logic and dynamics of defensive othering that introduce tensions
into social interaction among subordinates.

The interactional logic of defensive othering—to gain self-worth at the expense
of others losing their self-worth—foments discord between subordinates in interac-
tion and makes it hard for them to reach a working consensus on their respective
self-definitions. Participants are supposed to show they interact in good faith and
can pay lip service to what someone says that is not immediately important to them.
But the interactional logic of defensive othering prompts subordinates to use other
subordinates as a foil for constructing a more positive personal identity. Hence,
what subordinates say about themselves is relevant and relational to how they char-
acterize other subordinates. The college women at Phoenix presented themselves
as “high-quality” people in relation to their less-educated roommates whom they
rendered as “low-quality” people that lacked self-discipline and plans for the future.
Since other subordinates are just as anxious to attribute positive social values to
themselves, they are likely to resist negative characterizations of who they are. Snow
and Anderson (1987) have observed that the homeless rarely question one another’s
self-definitions. But that is because “they have nothing to gain and violence to fear
if they challenge dubious identity claims” (Schwalbe and Mason-Schrock 1996:117).
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Short of threats of violence, then, defensive othering may encourage a kind of
claims and counterclaims among subordinates that undermines the give-and-take
structure of social interaction that allows them to gain recognition in the first
place.

In addition, defensive othering shifts the situational contexts for social interac-
tion among subordinates from camaraderie to confrontation and contestation. The
practice takes away the familiarity, solidarity, and secrets shared and kept (Goffman
1959:238) that subordinates can expect from others in their social situation. In their
place, defensive othering permeates interaction among subordinates with a sense
of unease, curtness, or outright hostility. Whenever possible, subordinates may
avoid interaction with other subordinates whose self-definitions can threaten their
(the original subordinate’s) claims for self-worth. When subordinates do interact,
they find that they have little leeway to assert their personal identity unchallenged
given the interactional boundaries that both sides have put up to police the other’s
conduct and behaviors. Defensive othering can quickly turn the interaction into a
contestation; subordinates compete to gain a measure of self-worth by challenging
and refusing to recognize the personal identity that others have constructed for
themselves. Now every act of informality or minor disrespect committed by one
subordinate can be used by another subordinate as ammunition to discredit the
original subordinate’s claims of self-worth. When interaction is unavoidable, as
it was the case at Phoenix, the interactional dynamics between subordinates can
become pugnacious. One subordinate may try to fight her way out of a tight dra-
maturgical corner by aggressively returning ripostes to reduce another subordinate’s
self-worth before those in their co-presence. I have shown how defensive othering
antagonized group relations to a point at which Phoenix tenants refused to give face
to gain face. Defensive othering can cost subordinates more than flushed faces and
hurt feelings; it can compromise their chances of gaining self-worth through mutual
face-saving.

Further, the interactional dynamics of defensive othering reveals rather than con-
ceals the discrediting fact that, in spite of their embrace of dominant codes of identity,
subordinates lack the power to speak authoritatively about themselves. Defensive
othering invites disruptions. Subordinates compete to assert their self-definitions by
challenging how others see them and what others say about themselves. Subordi-
nates’ efforts to defend their self-definitions in the face of disruptions underscores
the reality that everyone wants to feel worthy of respect, but not everyone has
“equal access to a measure of self-worth” (Snow and Anderson 1987:1339). The
ability of participants to convince others of their identity is relational to the symbolic
resources available to people in their social position (Bourdieu 1984). People whose
social positions are close to “the sacred center of the common values of the society”
(Goffman 1959:35) are competent at impression management. They can use their
“etiquette, dress, deportment, gesture, intonation, dialect, vocabulary, [and] small
bodily movements” to build up a creditable impression of their rank and reputation
in society (Goffman 1951:300). By contrast, subordinates construct their personal
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identity primarily through talk. But “what creates the power of words. .. is the
belief in the legitimacy of words and those who utter them” (Bourdieu 1991:170).
Subordinates recognize the positive social qualities (e.g., “respectable,” “feminine,”
“American”) that other subordinates assign to themselves. But subordinates may
question whether “most people” would associate these social qualities with the other
subordinates. The non-college women at Phoenix recognized the dishonor of being
called out as a “low-quality” person but refused to accept that the college women
are “high-quality” people given how they lived in the city. Instead, they challenged
the college women’s self-definitions and checked their condescension by pointing
out discrepancies between their talk and acts. The way in which defensive othering
prompts subordinates to gain self-worth also presses their backs firmly against the
dramaturgical wall, forcing them to defend their self-claims at every interactional
turn. And the more the subordinates have to defend their claims, the less creditable
their words sound to those in their co-presence.

My study has examined how a group of college women from the thick bottom
of the Chinese higher education hierarchy used defensive othering to manage their
roommate troubles in an overcrowded living space. It has yielded insights that can
help us better understand how defensive othering can undermine subordinates’ effort
to gain self-worth in the co-presence of other subordinates. However, the study could
not say whether defensive othering would inevitably lead to disruption and break
down in interaction among subordinates or only when the interaction is unavoid-
able. Future studies can examine other social situations in which subordinates seek
to gain self-worth to systematically identify situational contexts that fuel contention
between subordinates and undermine their effort to reach a working consensus on
their self-definitions and situational contexts that facilitate cooperation among sub-
ordinates and enable them to give face to gain face. Future studies can also look for
“exit strategies” that allow subordinates to come out of the interaction with their
sense of self-worth more or less intact. It is by looking closely at how subordinates
can and cannot gain respect and recognition in social interaction that we can better
understand why their search for self-worth is an ongoing struggle.
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NOTES

1. To protect confidentiality, I have changed the names of my respondents and that of the rental.
2. Auntie was able to house 36 women even though there were only 34 bunk beds. She had the two

extra tenants either sleep on her bed or the bed of the tenant who worked night shifts. During
those nights, Auntie slept on the couch out in the TV room.

3. Exchange rate in 2011.
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